This paper provides a description of a new detection method for convective initiation (CI) by combining methods within the Cb-TRAM algorithm with the SATCAST algorithm. CI is not currently being identified well by Cb-TRAM, hence making this work a meaningful contribution and enhancement to Cb-TRAM. The paper is well organized, and describes the methodology well. The procedure to determine improvements are also well described.
The paper, however, suffers from several grammatical problems, while one issue, that being of the very high false alarms, should be addressed prior to acceptance. The paper also uses an older SATCAST-based methodology, whereas a newer one exists, so additional justification should be needed. The paper would benefit from some additional background on CI nowcasting, rather than being very centric to Cb-TRAM. I also am suggesting that some of the text be removed to help shorten the paper, at it is a bit on the long side.
Major Comments:
(1) For the problem of high false alarm rates (FARs), it is my suggestion (albeit this is likely a lot of work) to determine a better way of verifying a "successful hit" of CI. The way it is now, as I understand things, is that only one pixel is allowed to link to one radar echo of CI, leaving the other satellite pixels in the near vicinity to just get labeled as "false alarms." In a similar exercise I was part of two years ago, using NWP model data to help verify satellite-based CI nowcasts, the same thing occurred. Hence, finding an appropriate way to validate this Cb-TRAM methodology would be preferred, which would significantly lower your FARs in a physically more meaningful way. One possibility would be to group adjoining pixels along the edges of (or within) convective clouds (re: Figs. 1 and 2) so that a future radar echo would mean that all pixels are successful hits. This implies that an object tracking framework be employed as part of the validation. This discussion related to the definition on page 1789, lines 18-19.
(2) The flow of the document would be substantially improved if commas were used. This is a difficult thing to correct, in that literally 50+ commas may need to be added as a means of making the sentences read easier, and in less confusing ways at times. A few examples are given in the minor comments below.
(3) The text becomes less technical and more conversational between pages 1794 and 1796. Suggest re-writing these pages with an emphasis on technical content only.
(4) In numerous places acronyms which were previously defined are not used. Convective Initiation (CI) should be defined once and then used as "CI" everywhere, and certainly, there is no need to capitalize "Convective Initiation" as it is not a proper noun.
(5) Page 1788: Related to the synoptic descriptions of the days of interest. This discussion needs to include references, and be cleaned up. In particular, I have no idea what is meant by "backward upper cold air masses". Please include a figure(s) or a reference, or just describe in more synoptically appropriate terminology. All three types of convective days should be described similarly, with more detail and references. . This is straight from several references, including Mecikalski and Bedka (2006) , Mecikalski et al. (2008 Mecikalski et al. ( , 2010 , and Roberts and Rutledge (2003) . This would shorten the paper. Maybe only highlight the main points from this section in one shorter paragraph. (t) page 1781, line 3: add comma after "algorithm" (u) page 1781, line 27: change to "An additional objective…" (v) page 1782: add comma on line 5 (after Typically), line 6 (after CI), line 9 (before CI), line 12 (after Thus), line 19 (after 2013) 
